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The pr-esent paper- analyses:
a) The importance of urban cartogr-aphy as a complement fOI'thepositioning and mobility process.
b) The city's sector-ization in or-der- to make possible its
study and perception.
c) The codification of its components to facilitate th.
communicative pr-ocess.
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URBAN CARTOGRAPHY FOR BLIND PEOPLE.
INTRODUCTION

We know who we are, we have got a name,an origin, a
family and a history. A position in time and space, they are
the epoch and place where our lives take plaece. We've got a
mental image of our body and everything that surround us.
But, how was the representation of ourself and the
born? It has got a general line: certain Universal
Evolutionary RLd(~s and in a particuliiW way: life ewperience.

cthe~s

Every action and knowledge take place in a determined
time and space. In the first years of life~ the person
perceives and organizes the space, according to what the
cognitive structures allow.
The space is apprehended with ~irect body actions,
having a gradual production of them which extend when the
movement actions are incorporated. Then, thes~ actions go
deeply into people and are turned into representative systems
which end up organized in operations. In this way, the
process continues up till maturity when the. person gets an
objective not.ion of space.
There ar~ no figid tronological moments for this
production, by virtue of the personal
times which are
determined by each person's experience. In spite of what has
been described previously, it can be secu~ncial1y ordered in
the following way:

* Space-action: i.t is ccmqLlered by movement.
* Body space: .l.t is based on the relationship
distance and the person.
* Objects

between the

space: objects can be located in agreement with
other objects in terms of relationship and distance.
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-----------------------The Urban Cartography answers continuously to the
"Wh.ere am I?'~ qLtestion,
carrying OLlt tt1is function.
It
inclqde's the graphics of the internal' and e:·:ternal strLtctLlreS
which form the Cities, that is to say: playgrounds, schools,
hospitals, public buildings,etc.
Insofar" as it contains el\ough information,
this
mapmaking allows blind people to locate themselves and get
eNact data of the pl'ace where they are and where' t.hey .want to
arrive.
It also serves as a' strong COMPLEMENT in the
positioning and travelling 'process e}(tending the blind
person's autonomy. BLtt this happens, after they have.studied
the passed zone o~ they -have really gone through it
previously. For that reason we can say that it's very
·different to 10c~te yourself in a map than locating yourself
. in the physical place. Ther"etore its funstion is as a very
importan t COMPLEMENT.
'
Ttle Urban Cartography from i.ts concept helps in the
iearning of shapes, Sizes, distahces and direction, that is
to say, it allows a global approach to the place where they
live, which will be known by the user through the use of the
·wal king' stick, a VE?ry impo.rtant instrument to overcome the
topography'c,al problems: 'fences, columns, etc.
To understand better everything that has been
e}(pl.ined before, it's esseritial that before entering the
maps topic,
blind people s~ould understand clearly the
cPl1cept of space and 'its wp.y of representation: the scale;

SECTORIAL MAKING OF CITIES
A geographycal !space appears to LtS in two wajls:

* SUBJECTIVE

or EMPIRICAL: !:r;'ince i t is assimilated thrOLtgh
the sensorial operation.

* OBJECTIVE

or SCIENTIFIC: 'for tt'lat reason it can be measured
and e}(pl.inedration~liy.
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* Maps

space: high level of abstraction although it is based
en visual
elements.It
requires
a
good
conceptual
underst"mding.

* Abstract

space: i.t involves the object? and trll:ir mental.
images or representations.

The slow cognitive maturity has Its projection on the
physical level,
through
the
discovering
and
later
conciousness of the existence of vital spaces for the
subsistence and development of the person. In such a sense,
we can emphasize the following:

MATERNAL BELLY
FAMILY'S ARMS
HOME
SCHOOL
NEIGHBOURHOOD
CITY
The children who see,
have big possibilities to
consider or experience what has been explained before. The
sight sense constitutes an incalculable social value. It not
only makes possible to see the object itself,but it trains
the pers;on to perceive the distance and depth sensation.
Therfore, when an image is decodificated, hights,
distances, spaces in general are measured. Images are kept as
microfilms recording a great quantity of information with
only one look.
So the question that we have to ask is: What hap·pens
to blind children? Their way and our way of approaching to
the spatial knowledge is different. But, at last, both of
them (viewers -not viewers) need to aprehend and learn the
same concepts to subsist and come unrolled ~n the world.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF URBAN CARTOGRAPHY
Coming back to the point of the vital physical
spaces, it, is said that, we keep i'n the subconcioL!s mind the
memory of the maternal belly. and we slowly discover, the
family's arms, the house, the school. the neighbourhood, the
ci ty and £;0 on.
These places adquire a trascendental importance in
our lif. since they ~orm the firstbcundaries that contact us
I"ith thf.1 neal world ~\I"ld ,give us the sense of property and
belonging.
Where are we heading with these assesmen~s? Talking
about Tactile Cartography isn't"just trying to find the way
of reproducing in relief a geografical map, otherwise to
create an element to help blind people in the mak.ing of the
mental image or representation of ~ geographical location.
The chall~ng •• according to our point of view, is the
.production of ~orks, through which the user~ don't ~ake an
interpretation of those vital spaces, if riot to male them
really know them.
AltHough it's important to improve an enrich the
person's education with maps that contain all the different
factor's which consti tLlte the COLlntd.es, the' coritinents and
the world, it is more useful arid' pr"actical thei,j:)t-odLlction of
gr~phic:s and maps that "represent the vital spaces mentioned
before, where great part o'f ',"lis/her life will tal<.e place.
Through a survey done in the Argentinian cities of
Mar del Plata. Mendoza and San Juan,it is shown that, this
user's necessity i~ still unsatisfi~d. Therefore, we consider
that there muit be an orientation of the Tactile Cartography
towards the local representation as a first step to make '
easier life and development o'f those who we want to' help.
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The seven year's experience on the subject, shows
is not necessary to keep a" rigid scale in the
cartography cal dQcument,
but it has to ,answer t o .
methodology including
the following documents:
,.
~t

a) A total map of the city, made in a convenient scale, to
give a global idea of the shape and its dispositions on
the ground.
b) Fragmentation: in '~eighbourhoods or agreed sectors
previously relaated among them, to distinguish: streets,
avenues, green parks, public places, etc. streets can be
made in a different scale from,parcels.
c) Internal graphics of the user's preferred buildings.
CODIFICATION OF ITS COMPONENTS

A map is a reality's abstraction, which is
represented on paper trough universal agreed signs different
from the real vision. That is to say, one thing is the
ground, the REALITY and another different thing is a. map,
FICTION.
The linguistic sign comes out from the re10tionship
between the meaning ( mental image) and the s1unificant (oral
or acoustic image). The cartographycal sign keeping immovable
the significant, synthesizes the significant through writing.
Its variations are put 0;- paper, constitLlting the appropiate
methodology to describe, know and understand the geographycal
space.
en the other s~de, its the cartographer's job, to
select the information to show and consequently the
components to Llse in the representation.
In the Ur~an Cartography for blind poeple this task
adcquires a huge importance and requires of great skill
because of two reasons.
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The first aspect is aprehemded by the \..\ser-s throLlgh
the sense of touch which nature and functionality are
different to sight.' However,
they both coin~id. in
connecting, ordering, quantifying and class~fying. Although
they pe~ceive some phenomenons in ~ommon, they obvi~usly do
in another' way, but it is not an obstacle to understand the
scale concept.
As the tactile sensibility first analizes the parts
and then makes up the whole, its separating power needs more
time than sight, which works in the oth.r w~y round, it picks
up the general idea and then analizesits parts. To determine
the tactile scale you must consider the following points:
a) Tactile sharpness for which we're going to work.
b) Total area to represent.
c) Phenomenons to represent.
d) Amount of information to show.
We have to make clear that extending the proposal to
every blind people is impossibie. The problem appears from
the level an~ quality of the users perception'factors, which
depend on the physiological, phycological and intellectual
fellow's conditions.
"
Therefore, in the determation of the tactile scale,
the tactile sharpness is considered as a first point. For
what has been said, we can dedLlce that, working with
understandable scales for blind people means to p'roduce broad
dimension documents.
Referring to an example of it, we can say that the
tactile map of an Argentinian city -Mar del Plata- has a 3
times 3 metres surface, map which turns out to be impossible
to know and understand completely. There i~ no bther way of
dealing with it than breaking it into fragments: coasts,
parcels, etc.
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In a first place you must be very careful about the
amount of information you are ~oing to show, since the excess
of data placed on the map might confuse the reader. According
to the touch's characteristics it is preferable to make a
zone's atlas instead of putting on the same map everythind it
means and represents.
In 2, second place it··s necess",ry to incorpor",te '"
writing system and tactile signs to represent the culture
works showing their location.
"l-his tactile

signs,

as

the

visual

ones,

must

synthesize the meaning, for this reason they will never be
the re",l
object's im"'ge.
But,
as it's done in visual
cartography,a place containing the references which locate
significant for each one, written in Braille's system, will
be ct""f?ated.
To this effect, we highlight the tactile signs model
created in Mar del Pl",ta city - Argentina- in 1989, which
helps the user to find the required building's location in
each parcel.
This system is analogous.to the reading-writing
Br",ille's method but it~s based on two generative signs where
dots change,? in siz(2 to avclid cpn·fusion.

CONCLUSION
Someone !;;aid " Lc\J1d belclIlgs to their ownet-s, but the
:I. andscaper.~ be long t.o t.he)s!? I-\,ho kncll,-J how to see them .•• " Back

in our topic, hands, our sensing canals lead the mind in the
apprehension of t.he proposed knowledge: the city and its
cClmponen ts.
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